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EXHAUST SYSTEM
“ ACCELERATION WITH ATTITUDE  ”  

ProPickup April 2010

One look at Banks TorqueTubes tells you how radically different they are 
from the stock exhaust manifolds. Constructed of heavy-wall, 400-series 
stainless steel, TorqueTubes have 5/8”-thick flanges that are welded on 
both sides and then machined perfectly flat (no gaskets needed). They 
never crack, leak or fail.

TorqueTubes® 
tuned-length tubes 

produce a huge reserve 
of low-end torque that 

proves its worth on every 
steep grade and short onramp. 

Now your Workhorse climbs 
faster and stronger, without the 

transmission struggling between 
gears. The muscle to stay in higher 

gears longer not only stops annoying “shift 
happy” performance, it lessens the load on your 

engine and transmission. Here’s power to reach freeway 
speed sooner for safe merging and passing.

“ It is amazing what happens when you let a big 
block 8.1L Chevy engine breathe. HA! ...The 
most enjoyable thing is the lack of shifting going 
up and down the rolling hills with a head wind. 
Thanks for a great product – cannot wait to take 
the next trip...”

Bruce and Terri J Hegel Chadron, Nebraska
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ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE SINCE  
1958

First and foremost, Banks is an engineering firm. The Mechanical 
Engineering Department, staffed with world class automotive 
people, designs and tests the latest high performance equip-
ment. In the Race Shop, Banks’ special project vehicles feature 
cutting-edge diesel and gasoline development, multiple turbo 

applications, mind-boggling horsepower and head-turning style. 
Sophisticated electronic engineering technologies are applied to 
engine improvement in the rapidly growing Computer Systems 
Engineering Department. Gale Banks Engineering designs every 
engine from the center line of the crankshaft, out.
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Gale Banks Engineering
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For Product Information Please 
Contact Us at:
ph  800-816-4389 
Mon-Fri, 7:00am-5:00pm (Pacific Time)
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COLD AIR INTAKES
» BANKS RAM-AIR® 

POWER SYSTEMS
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ELECTRONICS & SOFTWARE
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 BANKS RAM-AIR®

      

“ Looking to take your turbodiesel’s performance  
to the next level? Look no further than Gale Banks 
Engineering. ”  

AutoWeek May 2005

66% Better than Stock!
On W-Series Workhorse motorhomes, Banks Ram-Air 
intake system replaces the constricted 
stock setup for 
up to 66% more 
airflow than 
stock. The 
high-flow Ram-
Air filter does 
away with intake obstructions so more cool, 
dense ram-air can make its way into 
the cylinders. The filter housing 
cover and tubing are larger 
than stock to enhance 
flow. And the Banks 
adapter enlarges the 
air filter box inlet 
to significantly 
improve airflow 
and power 
output.

BANKSPOWER.COM | CALL TOLL FREE (800) 816-4389

Banks Ram-Air® Intake

COLD AIR INTAKES
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Banks PowerPack® System

Everything needed for  
dramatic power gains
Banks PowerPack features a revolutionary new 
Ram-Air intake system* that delivers greater 
airflow and air density for more power, plus an 
AutoMind Programmer (optional) for significantly 
improved response. A pair of stainless-steel, 
tuned-length TorqueTubes exhaust manifolds 
provide stunning torque output when you want 
it. Pass, merge and climb as you please: your 
PowerPacked coach won’t break a sweat. 
Achieve best gains of +70 hp and +92 lb-ft 
torque at the rear wheels, with better fuel 
economy—and never require high octane.

Includes:
•  Banks Ram-Air® intake with larger-sized filter 

cover, ducting, lifetime filter and service kit 
(W-series only)

•  PowerPack-calibrated AutoMind Programmer 
(optional) for instant power and diagnostic 
capability

• Stainless TorqueTube exhaust manifolds
• Stainless pulse-balancing head pipe assembly; 
•  Stainless, heat-shielded, low restriction 

Dynaflow® dual-inlet muffler
•  Stainless, constant-diameter Monster® exhaust 

with 4” tailpipe
•  Polished-stainless, 5” double-wall tailpipe tip 

with rolled edge

Important: Some vehicle configurations 
require an extension kit for proper fit.

* Note: Banks Ram-Air intake system available for 
W-Series only

POWER SYSTEMS

 BANKSPOWER.COM | CALL TOLL FREE (800) 816-4389
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“ The way Banks arrived at substantial performance gains involved more than 
hands-on wrenching and luck. Computer rooms, meticulously controlled dyno  
runs, flow-bench work and countless hours of matching new prototypes, all 
in-house, result in output numbers it used to take a blower to produce.” 

Four Wheeler Magazine

GAIN UP TO:

+92lb-ft 
+70hp



 “  With 213,000 miles on my Dodge Ram, I decided to have Banks Stinger  
added to my truck. WOW is all I can say!! The performance difference is fantastic!”

Dave Nash Hudson, Michigan

GAIN UP TO:

+68lb-ft 
+51hp

STINGER® SYSTEM



Banks Stinger® System

Banks AutoMind® 
Programmer
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“   Turbo lag was almost gone, never lost power traveling through the 
mountain ranges. I’d recommend this system to anyone who tows with 
a diesel engine. It gives it a whole new meaning to diesel power.” 

Fred Grant  Edmonds, Washington

Delivers Top Gains!
Affordable stainless-steel Stinger includes 
Banks’ all-new Ram-Air intake system (available 
for W-Series only) that eliminates restrictions 
for effortless flow. Optional AutoMind Program-
mer removes the factory-imposed power delay 
so you’ll have acceleration when you need it. 
Stinger delivers top gains of +51 hp and +68 
lb-ft torque to the rear-wheels, plus better fuel 
economy. Because engine airflow is the central 
principle to Stinger and all Banks power-en-
hancement products, you’ll have a more durable 
vehicle and longer engine life.

 Includes: 
•  Banks Ram-Air® intake with Ram-Air filter 

& service kit, filter housing cover, large-
sized tubing, and adapter (W-series only)

•  AutoMind Programmer (available for ‘01-
05 models); 

•  Stainless, constant-diameter Monster® 
exhaust with 4” tailpipe

•  Polished-stainless, 5” double-wall tailpipe 
tip with rolled edge

•  Comprehensive Owner’s Installation 
Manual.

Power and diagnostic 
capability. Banks 
AutoMind Programmer  
is part of a complete 
system and is also 
available separately 
to upgrade an 
already-owned 
PowerPack or 
Stinger system. 
Or use it to 
upgrade down 
the road.

•  Matches the fuel curve to airflow 
improvements provided by Stinger® or 
PowerPack® for merging and passing 
“power on demand” responsiveness

•  Displays 16 critical Workhorse engine 
functions

•  Provides “service technician” diagnostic 
capabilities

•  Has upgradeable functionality, so it will 
never be out of date
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